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OPINION ON PETITION FOR MODIFICATION 

Introduction 

Decision (D.) 82-04-116 issued April 28, 1982 addressed 

several significant economic issues an~ among other things, established 
policies for Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) in the followin9 
areas: 

1. The appropriate rate design quidelines for 
SoCal~ 

2. The appropriate economic test for new long
term gas supply projects; and 

3. The appropriate economic test for short-
term discretionary gas purchases. 

By petition for modification filed July 8, 1982, SoCal requests the 
Commission to clarify D.82-04-116 in certain respects to eliminate what 
SOCal perceives as unfavorable side effects of the decision. 

SoCal seeks the followin9 modifications: 
1. The discretionary gas purchase test of 

D.82-04-1l6, coupled with $35 million in 
gas cost disallowances imposed on April 28. 
1982, have introduced an enormous element 
of risk into SoCal's operations. The 
Commission should lessen that risk and 
provide some certainty to gas purchase 
policy by declarinQ that discretionary 
gas purchases which meet its new economic 
test are reasonab:e per se as lonQ as less 
expensive Qas is not concurrently turned 
back; 

2. If the Commission decides not to do away 
with the rebuttable presumption of the 
discretionary gas purchase test, it should 
clarify the legal function of the presump
tion to make it conform to the reqUirements 
of the Evidence Code, in order to lessen 
the uncertainty now existing~ 

3. The definition of "discretionary purchase," 
and Finding of Fact 31, should be modified 
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to state precisely when "zurnmer" <:lnd "winter" 
begin~ to state that purchases of gas under 
the Pan Alberta contract in excess of the 
minimum daily quantities bcginninq September 1 
of each contract yc~r will not be deemed 
discretionary, as long as El P~so and 
Transwestern supplies are not concurrently 
turned back; and to state that Pan AlbcrtQ 
purchases above the minimum daily contract 
amount during the summer which may be necessary 
to satisfy the minimum annu~l contr<:lct obliga
tion will not be deemed discretionary: 

4. The newly insti tu-ced "reasonablcness rcview" 
of SoCal's purchase, supply, and storaqc 
policies should be separate from the semi
annual consolid<:ltcd adjustment mcch<:lnizm 
(CAM) proceedings: 

5. The Commission-established marginal rate should 
be subject-to review and possible adjustment in 
each scmiannu~l CAM proceeding, ~nd_Finding 
of Fact 30 should be modified accordingly: and 

6. ~~ ordering par<:lgraph should be added to the 
decision declaring that the interim rates 
approved by D.93629 have now become final. 

Issues Presented 

1. ~~ether the Commission should declare th~t discretionary 
purchases which meet the economic test arc "reasonable 
per se" as long as less expensive gas is not --
concurrentlv tuzncd back. 

The Commission's adopted economic tc~t for discretionary 

purchases of gas is tied to the "marginal rvtc" which thc Commission 
adopted for rate design purposes. The Commission stated that 
"[pJurchascs of discretionary gas ~upplies ~t or below the marginal 
rate will be presumed reasonable. Purchases of discretionary gas 
supplies in excess of that rate may be deemed reasonable only' upon a 
stronc; showing." It is SoCal's contention that the Commission'z 
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newly adopted marginal rate test imposes on SoCal a severe risk of 
cost disallowances, while seeking to achieve a "clear and useful" 
guideline for discretionary purchases at a least-cost fuel mix for 
the region. 

In particular, SoCal claims that the Commission's 
disallowance of nearly $35 million in gas costs on the same day as 
the decision in question was issued, coupled with the "rebuttable 
presumption" of the new marginal rate economic test, bave greatly 
increased the risk to investors of making further discretionary gas 
purchases. SoCal notes that at the same time there has been no con
current increase in return on equity to compensate investors for the 
increased risk, nor has there been any other compensating benefit to 
SOCal. SoCal maintains that this increased risk applies specifically 

~ to discretionary purchases of Transwestern, PG&E, and Mich-Con gas, 
all of which would initially meet the Commission's newly adopted 
economic test. SOCal argues that even if it clearly appears at the 
time of an opportunity to purchase such gas that the purchase would 
not only pass the economic test, but would contribute to a least-cost 
fuel mix for the region by displacing higher-cost oil and resulting 
"in a net economic benefit to the regional economy," the Commission's 
decisions force SOCal to run an unacceptably high risk that the cost 
of the purchase may be disallowed because of a later availability of 
even lower cost supplies. 

SoCal contends that it is literally impossible for it to 
predict either the exact costs to the region of burning gas or oil, 
or the possibility of any future supply turnback, at the time a 
discretionary gas purchase decision must be made. SoCal states that 
it is therefore impossible to know whether a discretionary purchase 
will be found prudent, even if it satisfies the marginal rate economic 
test. 
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To rectify this perceived wrong, SoCal suggests the 
following modification: 

"If the Commission concludes that the s:1.gnificant 
benefits to SoCal Gas's customers, to the 
regional economy, to the public health, and to 
the state as a whole, from further discretionary 
purchases should be retained, ••• the Co~~ission 
should ~odify its discretionary gas purchase 
test to lessen the risk and make it possible for 
discretionary purchases to continue. This can 
be done by replacing the 'rebuttable presumption' 
of prudence with a test that establishes 
certainty at the time of a discretionary 
purchase. • • The Commission can assure that 
the benefits of discretionary gas are available 
by doing away with the 'rebuttable presumption' 
of prudence and declaring that any discretionary 
purchase of gas which passes the economic test is 
reasonable per se, as long as there is no 
concurrent turnback of less expensive supplies." 
Our review of soCal's petition for modification fails to 

persuade us that discretionary purchases which meet the economic test 
should be found "reasonable per se" as long as less expensive gas is 
not concurrently turned bacX. SoCal's filing misapprehends the nature 
and purpose of the economic test for determining the prudency of 
short-term discretionary gas purchases. The test was established to 
serve as a guide for SoCal in meeting its burden of proving the 
prudency of a particular discretionary gas purchase. It was not 
intended to operate, as SoCal would have it modified, as a substitute 
for SoCal's burden of proof. 

Our current procedures contemplate an annual review of the 
prudencyand reasonableness of SoCal's gas purchases. During such 
review, the prudency of SoCal's discretionary gas purchase decisions 
are ~udged according to information available at the time of the 
purchase deCision. SoCal's petition raises the false specter that 
the economic test established in D.82-04-ll6 subjects SOCal to the 
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untenable possibility that its actions will be judged unreasonable 
in light of information that was not available at the time the 
purchase decision was made. There is no basis for SoCal's interpre
tation. Furthermore, the economic test proposed by SoCal is so 
faCile and superficial that its adoption would essentially remove 
any element of risk for SoCal in reaching its discretionary qas 
purchase decisions. 

As we stated in D.82-04-116, "the test ••• is not intendeo. 
to serve as a formulaic device by which SoCal, the Commission, or 
any interested party can unequivocally determine on any given day 
wbether specific discretionary purchases are prl.'ldent or not." If SOCal' s 
reql.'lested modification were adopted, the mere meeting of the economic test wol.'lld 
fulfill socal's burden of proof. SoCal wol.'lld have no obli9ation to provide 
fl.'lr~'er evidence at hearing in support of its purchase decision I.'Inder any circum-e stal'lCes. The issue of prudency would be foreclosoo. This was not our intention. 

The hearing process remains our prime vehicle for determining 
the prudency of utility actions. Under the current economic test, a 
rebuttable presumption of reasonableness is created if SoCal estab
lishes that its discretionary purchases met the economic test. As 
we will clarify in a subsequent portion of this deciSion, this 
rebuttable presumption Can be challenged through an evidentiary showinq 
by parties to the application, such as staff or intervenors. However, 
the overall burden of proof remains with SOCal. In response to the 
intervenor/staff showing, SoCal, at its option, may present further 
evidence indicating that its discretionary gas purchases were reasonable 
in light of the circumstances existing at the time of the act. SOCal 
is not subjected to judgment by hindsight. It has merely been told 
that the "economic test" is an element of its burden of proof. It 
still has the ultimate responsibility for informinq and eonvineinq the . 
Commission that its actions were prudent. This process is fair ane 
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equitably balances the interests of the ratepayer, SoCal, and its 
shareholders. We will not modify the decision as SoCal requests. 

2. ~~ether the Commission should clarify the legal function 
of the rebuttable presumption created when discretionary 
purchase.s. me~t the economic test. 
SoCal asserts that 0.82-04-116 failed to make clear that 

once SoCal has established the rebuttable presumption of prudence by 
showin9 that its discretionary purchases meet the economic test, the 
burden of producing further evidence shifts. We will clarify the 
legal effect of the economic test and its rebuttable presumption 
in the context of the hearing room. 

In any review of the reasonableness of SoCal's gas purchase 
policies, the fundamental burden of proving the reasonableness of its 
actions remains on SoCal throughout the proceedings. However, once 

4t SoCal creates the rebuttable presumption of prudence by showing that 
its discretionary purchases meet the economic test, the burden of 
producing further evidence does indeed shift from SoCal. If no other 
party proeuces evidence asserting that purchases which meet the test 
were nevertheless imprudent, SoCal would not be obligated to present 
additional evidence to establish the prudence of discretionary 
purchases which meet the economic test. Parties who would contend 
that such discretionary purchases were nevertheless imprudent must 
then submit or adduce evidence to support their assertion and rebut 
the presumption of reasonableness. 

3. Whether the Commission should remove the unnecessary 
constraints and uncertainties created by its definition 
of "discretionary purchase." 
0.82-04-116 found it necessary to define what constitutes a 

"discretionary purchase" in order to determine which purchased Q'as 
volumes would be subject to application of the economic test. 

The Commission's definition of "discretionary purchase" 
states as follows: 
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"For SoC~l, only the req~ired daily toke would 
be concidered the mi~imum contr~ctu~l obli9~tion 
in September, with ~~ounts above th~t t,e~tcd ~z 
di~crction~ry ond subject to the economic tezt. 
Summer minimum t~kes would reflect minimum cloily 
requirements, with winter purcha~ez increased to 
meet the onnuol obligation (obccnt ca?~city 
CO:'lStraints) • A:no',,;nt:: in exccs::; of thcze 
t~rgetc would be considered discretion~ry, 
::ego::dlezz of t.he mo:;th involved." 

SoCol's Pan Al~crt~ contractu~l ooli9~tions, ~z ~odificd 

by FERC, include minimum doily ond minimum annual volumes. The 

d~ily ~inimum requirec SoC~l to ?urch~sc o?proxim~tcly 40~ or 
the contract volumec, while the minimum Dnnual ~mount is 
approximately 70~ of the contr~ct volumes. SoC~l contends that 

our de:ini tion of discretionary ?u:chas~s is ombis'..lou:: os between 
its ~O ~nd 70~ obligations, ~nd urges th~ Commizsion to conzicler 

no ourch3se cli~cretionJry until th~t point in the.contr~ct yeJr iz 
re~ched when minimum daily purch~zee for the ba13ncQ of the YQar, 
combinecl with eorlier :~kcs, will be zufficient to meet the annu~l 
~inirnum requirement. ~~ rej~c:cd this approach in D.82-04-11~ 

bec~usQ we are concerned th~t purch~scs of expcnsive P~n Albcrt~ 

zuP?ly be minimized. 
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To c13rify o~r de~inition of discrction~ry purch~=~~ 
wi th x:e~?ect to the P.:ln Alber t.:1 C()I) t!"i'JC ~, we hold tha t pl.lrch.:l~C'z 

above the d.:1ily minimum volume~ will bQ subj~ct to ~he economic 
:est for dizcrctionnry supply. In m~etin9 it~ ~uraen of proof 
~or dizcretioncry ?l.lrchQcc~, however, SoC~l may Ghcw th~t the 
volumes 0: discretion~ry Sus were bought to meet th~ minimum 
~nnu~l re~l.lired tJk~s. But it sh~ll rem~in SoC~l's burden to 
demonstrate that the timing of such ?UrCh~3es W~: ~p?ropriQto, 
~nd that less expensiv~ su??ly w~z not r~fu=ed in o:cer to rnQ~c 
such purch.:1~e~. Were we to ~dopt ~ny other st~ndoro, soCul could 
purchaze full contr~ct volumes of PQn Albcrt~ ~u,ply, on a cl~ily 
bQsiz, Jnd not oe concerned ~bol.lt the los$ of che~pcr supply until 
~ftcr the ~nnl.lal contr~ct Oblig~tion h.:1d been satisfied. 

4. ~hethc: the ~nnuJl :e~zon~blcncsz revi~~ should be 
h~ld zeo.::r.:!.ltcl'l from tl':e scmi.:l:"lnu.:)l CA:v.·1:I~occcdinq. 

" 
SoC~l fc~r~ th~t conoucting the .:1nnu~l rca~onaolenczs rc~icw 

~s ?~rt of ~ ~emion~ual CAM prococcling , ~z ordered in D.82-04-116, 
could result in ~ sub~t~n:ial dcl~y in issuing the fin~l CkV. decision, 
""ith Zl11 the extra costs for the ratcpoyerz ~nd zbO:'t-tcrm debt problcrr.s 
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for SoCal which flow from dcl~y in issuing CAM decisions. SoC~l 

recommends th~t the re~zon~blenezs review be conducted in ~ sep~r~te 
proceeding to be held in June of e~ch ye~, to ~void unnecezz~ry d~l~y. 

We will reject SoCvl's propo~al Cor vn ~nnu~l reasonableness 
review separate from the CAM proceeding. We think it important to 
hold the re~sonableness reviews in conjunction with SoCa1'.s requests 

for C~~ rate relief. Their relationship provides a strong induce
ment to SoCal, staff, ~nd interested parties to be pr~~pt and 
forthright in their exchange of inform~tion and ~nalyscz regarding 
SoCal's gas purchase policies. There is nothing inherent in the 

process which precludes a prompt, simultaneous resolution or CAM 
r~te requests ~nd ~nnual rca~onablenez~ reviews. Furthermore, we 
do not favor unnecessary proliferation of proceedings ~nd hearings. 
We see no need to further tox the limited resources of the Commission 
by cre~ting another proceeding for SoC~l in June of evcn year. 

4It However, we agree that timing diCficulti0~ ur0 pr0sent in ~ review 
period ending August 31 of e~ch year, ~s c=tvb1i~hed ·in D.82-04-ll6. 
Since SoCal must file itz CAM in e~rly September, rocords nece=z~ry 
:0 cn~blc ~ concurrent rco~or.~blcne~s/CAM review ~re not likely to 
be available. We therefore c=t~blish the vnnu~l r.e~$onublenc~z 
review period ~s the 12-month period cnding June 30 of c~ch year, 
except for the initial review poriod to be considered in the October 
1982 C~~ proceeding, which sh~ll be the 9-month period ending 

June 30, 1982, because three months in 19H1 h~ve been left over 

from our last review. 
We further ~gree with SoCol th~t the Commiczion 

determination of the marginal rate zhould be cubject to review 
ond pozsible adjustment in c~ch semionnuo1 CAM pr.oceeding rather 
th~n on on onnual bosiz. It iz true thot ull the factors which 
are relevant to determining the marginol r~te--thc "me~sures of 
a reasonable price for di=cretionary purchu&cc," the "vari~blc 
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cost of the most expensive gas supply," and the priee of various 
grades of fuel and disti11~te oi1--are subject to subst~nti~l 
change over any six-month period. It is important to maintain 
an updated marginal rate which reflects the realities of the 
world in which SoCal is operating. Since the factors which 
determine the marginal rate are so subjeet to change, it makes 
more sense to consider the marginal rate twice annually than to 
consider it only once. Therefore, we will review and possibly 
adjust the marginal rate in every CAM proceeding. 

Finally, we will correct an oversight in D.82-04-116. 
The decision failed to declare the interim rates established by 
D.93629 to be final. We will add an ordering paragraph declaring 
the authorized rates in D.93629 to be final. 

To the extent that relief requested by SOCal in its 
petition for modification is not granted by this decision, the 
petition is denied. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. 

part and 
2. 

SoCal's petition for modification should be granted in 
denied in part. 

The Commission should clarify the legal effect of the 
economic test and its rebuttable presumption. 

3. The Commission should clarify and modify its definition 
of "diseretionary purehases." 

4. The Commission-established marginal rate should be 
subject to review and possible adjustment in each semiannual CAM 
proceeding_ 

s. The interim rates authorized By D.93629 should be declared 
final. 

6. The annual reasonableness review period for SoCal's 
CAM should cover the l2-month period ending June 30 of each year. 

7. The following order should be effective today since it 
clarifies D.82-04-116 and SoCal is now preparing for its next CAM 

~ filing. 
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ORBER 

IT IS ORDERED th~t: 
1. Consistent with this decision, the petition for mOdification 

of 0.82-04-116 filed by the Southern Californi~ Gas Company is 
granted in part and denied in p~rt. 

2. Consistent with this decision, the legal effect of the 
economic test and its rebuttable presumption is adopted. 

3. Consistent with this decision, ~ modified definition of 
"discretionary purchases" is adopted. 

4. The Commission-established marginal rate will be reviewed 
in each semiannual CAM proceedin9. 

S. The interim rates authorized by 0.93629 are final. 
6. The annual reasonableness review period for the Southern 

California Gas Comp~ny's consolid~ted ~djustment mechanism shall 
cover the 12-month period ending June 30 of each year, except for 

4It the initial review period which shall cover the 9-month period 
ending June 30, 1982. 

7. To the extent 0.82-04-116 conflicts with this decision, 
0.82-04-116 is mOdified. 

This order is effective tod~y. 
Dated SEe 221982 , ~t San Fr~ncisco, Californi~. 

JOHN E. Br.Y$O~ 
i'r""ic!('jl~ 

l;rCl;!.r.ID D. CnAVELLE 
U~();-';A~D M. CR!MES, Jlt 
VjCT()~ CALVO 
P~~~SCIL!...A C. C:u;;w 

CommL~!ijo!'It.~ 
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to state precisely when "summer" and "winter" 
begin~ to state that purchases of gas under 
the Pan Alberta contract in excess of the 
minimum daily quantities beginning September 1 
of each contract year will not be deemed 
discretionary, as long as El Paso and 
Transwestern supplies are not concurrently 
turned back~ and to state that Pan Alberta 
purchases aOove the minimum daily contract 
amount durinq the summer which may be necessary 
to satisfy the minimum annual contract obliga
tion will not be deemed discretionary~ 

4. The newly instituted "reasonableness review" 
of SoCal's purchase, supply, and storage 
policies should be separate from the semi
annual consolidated adjustment mechanism 
(CAM) proceedings; 

5. The Commission-established marginal rate should 
be subject to review and possible adjustment in 
each se~~nnual CAM proceeding, and Finding 
of Fact 30 should be mOdified accordingly; and 

6. An ordering paragraph should be added to the 
decision declaring that the interim rates 
approved by D.93629 have now become final. 

Issues Presented 

1. Whether the Commission should declare that discretionary 
purchases which meet the economic test are "reasonable 
per se" as long as less expensive gas is not 
coneurrently turned back. 
The Commission's adopted economic test for discretionary 

purchases of gas is tied to the "marginal rate" which the Commission 
adopted for rate deSign purposes. The Commission stated that 
"[pJurcnases of discretionary gas supplies at or below the marginal 
rate will be presumed reasonable. Purchases of discretionary gas 
supplies in excess of that rate may be deemed reasonable only upon a 
strong showing." It is SoCal's contention that the COmmission's 
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for SoC~l which flow from delay in issuin9 CAM decisions. SoCal 
recommends th~t the reasonableness review be conducted in a separate 
proceeding to be held in June of each year to avoid unnecessary delay. 

We will reject SoCal's proposal for an annual reasonableness 
review separate from the CAM proceedin9. We think it important to 
hold the reasonableness reviews in conjunction with SoCalts requests 
for CAM rate relief. Their relationship provides a strong induce
ment to SoCal, staff, and interested parties to be prompt and 
forthright in their exchange of information and analyses regarding 
SoCal's gas purchase policies. There is nothing inherent in the 
process which precludes a prompt, simultaneous reSOlution of C~~ 
rate requests and annual reasonableness reviews. Furthermore, we 
do not favor unnecessary proliferation of proceedin9s and hearin9s. 
We see no need to further tax the limited resources of the Commission 
by creating another proceeding for SoCal in June of each year. 

tt However, we agree that timing difficulties are present in a review 
period ending August 31 of each year, as established in D.82-04-1l6. 
Since SoCal must file its CAM in early September, records necessary 
to enable a concurrent reasonableness/CAM review are not likely to 
be available. We therefore establiSh the annual reasonableness 
review period as the 12-month period ending June 30 of each year, 
except for the initial review period to be considered in the October 
1982 CAM proceeding, whicn shall be~:he !-month period ending~~Af ~~ 
June 30, 1982 .I/J~Y/·/~ -t""/1!- -p..-':';:;t:IQ (.no.. Iff! I~ ~ -~-

"'/ ' 'C·w..,.., ./. t:(.-.7: ~J,v). 
We fu her agree with SoCal that the Commission 

determination of the marginal rate should be subject to review 
and possible adjustment in Qach semiannual CAM proceedin9 rather 
than on an annual basis. It is true that all the factors which 
are relevant to determinin9 the marginal rate--the "measures of 
a reasonable price for discretionary purchases," the "variable 
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